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ABSTRACT .

4 Two international diplomats from the Soviet Union and
( the United States focus on the need for a treaty to ban the use of

radiological weapons. Radiological weapons are thOse based on the
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natural decay of nixie r material such as waste from military or
civilian nuclear react rs. Such devices include both weapons and
equipment, other than a nuclear explosive, designed to cause
destruction or injury by dissemination of radioactive,material, They
are generally considered one of many so-called "weapons of mass ..

destruction.", A%yet undeveloped, radiological weapons have been the
subject of investigation both in the Soviet Union and in the,United
States and nuld conceivably be perfedted for military use in the
future. It was with this possibility in mindthat the United States
and the Soviet Union\proposed in 1979 a, joint draft of a Radiological
-Weapons Treaty, to the Geneva -based Committee on Disarmament. A
Radiological Weapons.'Treaty,would beta modest achievement at'best.
However, under the current circumstances of heightened cold war
rhetoric and mushrooming military budgetsof the two superpowers even
A modest agreement to ban a potentially highly-destructive new
weapons system assumes an added significance. It suggests the two
major nuclear - weapon states have concluded that arms limitation
progress must proceedand that more substantive agreements may be
possible in the future 1Author/RM)
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Radiological Weapons Control
A Soviet and US Perspective

Controlling Radiological Weapons
A Historical Overview
by Charles C Flowerree

Completion of the [radiological- weapons]
convention would represent the first
multilateral agreement of any sort curbing- the
employment of nuclear energy in war..
Completion of such an agreement would
enable the [United Nations] Committee on
Disarmament td gain valuable experienceand
test its procedures for negotiating even more
controversial agreements in the future.

1

Radiological Weapons
Possible New Types,of Weapons
of Mass De§truction
by Victor L. Issraelyan "*,

It goes without saying that the completion of
the work of many,years to aborate an'ar'rns
control agreement iould . create a more
favorable political climate ...,between thetrk

Soviet Union and the UnitedStates This
could mean a tangible, however modest,
success for the champions of arms control and
disarmament, irrespective of country, and a

, defeat of skeptils, pessimists,And thoSe who
Would rather oppoSe the process of defe,nte
and arms cyntrol negotiations.
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Controlling Radiological Weapons
A Hitorical, Overview
by Charles C. Floweret:I'

1
Foy most of the period since the dawn of the nuclear era,
radiological .warfare has Snot been high on the-list of
public concerns about future conflicts. Immediately after
World War II, however, the use of weapons based on the
natural deCay of radioactive material to cause destruct
tion, damage, or injury on a massive scale was consid-,°
ered 'to be a threat nearly comparable-to that posed bY
atomic weapons. Subsequently, the,coneern about "ra-
diological material weapons" receded to ',nrtual invisi-
bility. Today, with the further rrasg'age of lime and the
acaimuiat?on of enormous quantities of radioactive waste
material, interest in controlling the use- of this material
as a weapon of war has again stirred, albeit modestly:

In 1948 the United Nations produced a definition of
weapons of mass destruction which gave'prominence to
radioactive materiar weapons. That definition reads as
follows: -

.406
Weapon -s of mass destruction should be defined to
include atornkexplosive weapons, radioactive mate-
rial weapons, fethal chemical and biological weap-
ons, and any weapons developed in the future which
have characteristics comparable in destructive effect,
to those of the atomic bomb or other weapons men-
tioned above.'

In the immediate postwar period the United States
considered it prudent to investigate the possibijities of
radiological weapons, but no operational capability was '

developed:

Although skeptics have questioned the feasibility of
radiological weapons, situations have arisen in which
their potential had attractions. For instance, during the
1950s and early 1960s when radioactive material was In

1 ENV Document SIC 3/32/Rev I, as cites in The United Nations and
Disa moment 1945-1970 (United Nations Publication, Sales No 70 IX I),
p 28
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relatively short supply, there, were, nevertheless, brief .

flickers of interest in radiological weapons by the oper-
ating arms of US Military forces. One example is Gener-
al Doug Izis K4acArthur's proposal for ending the Korean
conflict sent to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on February 11,
1951 The main elements were:

First he .wou\Id "cleat the enemy rear all across, the'
top of North Korea'by massive air attacks Next, "If
I were still not permitted to attack the massed enemy
reinforcements across the Yalu, or to destroy its
bridges, I would sever Korea from Manchuria by
laying a field Of radioactive wastes the by-products of
atomic manufacture across all the minor lines of enemy
supply"Finally, "I would make simultaneous amphib- ,

ious and airbOrne landings at the upper end of both
coasts of forth Korea, and close argantic trap. . . ."'

In the early 1960s, brief consideration was given at
the military staff level to using radioactive material to
stop North Vietnamese infiltration into South Vietnam,
Neither this idea nor that of General MacArthur was b

translated into action. No circumstances apparently have
arisen in recent years to stimulate similar proposals.

Early efforts ,to address the problem of radiological
warfare.Were few and sporadic. The revised Soviet plan
of 196,2 for general and complete disarmament Made
brief reference to radiological weapons Five years later,
in the UN General Assembly, Malta introduced a resolu-
tion calling for the negotiation of an agreement ban-
ning chemical, bacteriological, and radiological weapons,
but in its final form this resolution dropped the radio-
logiCal weapons con)p1pnent. In August 1968, in an inter-
vention in the Eighteen Nation Disarmakpent Commit-
tee (ENDC), the Burmese representative raised the
radiological weapons question with the intention of
reminding the international community that such weap-
ons should not be overlooked in the overall arms con-
trol effort

At the next year's General Assembly, Malta again
intr duced a resolution on radiological weapons. This
2 William Manchester, Anrenean Douglas MacArthur 1880-1964
(Boston fettle, Brown and Compa y, 1978), p 627 leahcs 'added

8 .
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time it was adopted The resolution, dated Decembei 9,
1969, called for.the Conference of the Committee on
Disarmanfent (successor to the NDC) to, consider effec-
tive methods of control against the use of radiological
warfare.

At the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
(CCD) the following summer the Netherlands intro-
duced a working paper on radiological weapon's dated
July 14, 1970, which concluded that since the possibili-
ties,of radiological weapons clic:knot seem too significant,
it' was difficult to see the utility of discussing arms con-
trol measures reciting to theni. However, the Soviet del-
egation thought that before deciding to ignore this
problem, the Committee should-have further informa-
tion on the scientific and technological aspects.

Over the -next few years, the US government began to,
consider the implications for radiological weapons due
to the accumulation of even givater quantities of radio-
active waste materials from the lirgeoning nuaear.power
programs of countries around the world. This effor(cul-
minated in a proposal put before 'the 31st UN General
Assembly by the United States on November 18, 1976.
The essence of the US proposal was _spelled out in a
speech by Fred Ikle, then director of the US Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency:

My government suggests that next year an appro-
priate forum, such as the CCD, consider an agreement
that would prohibit the use of radioactive materials
as radiological weapons. Such an agreement would
not affect the production of radioactive materials,
either as a necessary by- product of power reactors
or for other peaceful applications, or affect our call
for storage of spent fuel tinder international aus-
pices.

Such an agreement could complement the Gene-
Protocol of 1925, which prohibits the use of poison

gas and bacteriological methods of warfare. In addi-
tion, a radiological warfare agreement could contain
a provision for appropriate measures by the parties
to preclude diversion of radioactive materials for
use as radiological weapons.'

3 A speech by Fred Ikle before the First Committee of the UN General
Assembly, Nov 18, 1976

9 9
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Tne US initiative was based on the fundamental con-
cern that with the spread of nucleantechnology and
materials a growing number of states would have at
hand increasing quantities of radioactive materials,
although for the foreseeable future the vast preponder-
ance of radioactive materials would be held by the major
nuclear industrial powers The increased availability Le.i
radioactive materials made the problem of their possible
'ube of more practical importance than in eSrlier years.
4n putting forward this proposal The United States made
it clear in informal discussions that It did not wish to
impede work on other issues currently before the CCD

This theme. was echoed by the US delegation when
the Committee met for its spring session in 1977. On
March 17, the US representative included the following
statement in his remarks:

I must say here that the U S Delegation believes
(hat it may be appropriate for the CCD to give fur-.
they attention to dealing with this specific subject of
radiological weapons, which we agree by definition
is a weapon of mass destruction, at some time con=
sistent with the CCD's work program .

To the extent that radiological weapons had been
treated at allin the CCD up to that tine it had beep in
the context of 4/Iscussions of the Soviet proposal for a
convention banning new types of mass destruction weap-
ons. The United States opposed a generalized conven-
tion on the grounds that each weapon dealt with-in an
arms control agrqment posed its own special problefns,
particularly in regard tomethods of verification, and.no

, wetipon could be successfully prohibited in the absence
of knowledge of it characteKistics. The United States
ackndwledged that radiological weapons constituted an
identifiable type of mass destruction weapon that had
not been addressed in arms control negotiations and
held that any prohibition on them should-be considered
in this context.

WhenSecretary of State Vance visited Moscow for
arms control talks in Karch.-4477, shortly 'after the Car-
ter administration took office, weapons of bass destruc-.
4 Proceecloigs of the CCD, March 17, 197
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tion were among the topics di.sctissed. Although there
were differences of view Oh this subject, in the end the
Soviet side agreed to a compromise which called for the
establishment of a jo'irft working group,(dhe of several
agreed to at that time.) Charged with considering possi-
ble limitations on radiological weRons as an aspect Of
the question of banning new typos of mass destructiqn
weapons ,

sr

Thd..two sides lost-little time in activating'the radio-
logical. weapons bilateral working group. A preliminary
meeting was held in Geney.a in May 1977 under the
leadership of the CCD repreSentatives of the United
St4tes and the Soviet Union, and two more substantive
metings were held before the end of the year. Their
objective was to prepare a joint initiative to be submitted
to the CCD which would become the basis for a multilat-
eral convention Early in the discussions, the Soviet side
made known that it was prepared to go beyond a simple
"nonuse" agreement to an agreement that would ban
the development, production, and stockpiling as well as
theuse of weapons that cause damage or injury from the
decay of radioactive material. The United States agreed
to rir o aced along this line.

Over the next two years of negotiations, agreement
was reached on a joint initiative in the form of draft
elements of a treaty banning radiological weapons. In ,
the meantime, at the Vienna Summit in June 1979, a
pledge by the leaders of the United States and the Soviet
Union to work for the achievement of a itdiological
weapons convegtion wa included in the final commu-
nique.

Shortly afterwards, on July 9, 1979, the joint US-Soy-j-
et initiative was completed and submitted to the
Committee orili)isarmament.(CD), the successol body to
the CCD. Committee took no immediate action
although the initiatives was generally welcomed. Many
delegation's sajd they would need more' time than was
available before the end of the session to study the text ,

and to get expert views from their capitals,

The joint initiative followed in many respects the model
of the Environmental Modification Convention of 1977
which also dealt with possible methods of waging war-

1 11
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fare that had trot yet been tried in combat The draft
treaty elements'included an undertaking not to devel-
op, produce, stockpile, or otherivisqinre radiological
weapons The definition of ra'diological weapons
specifically, excluded radioactive material-produced by
p nuclear explosigs, device An =portant element was
a provision for the establishment of a Consultative Com-
mittee of Experts which would be convened' bv the dept;s-
i tary withrn a month of.the receipt of a request from any
state party This committee would act as a fact-finding
body but would not render judgments on 'treaty-viola-
tions It would assist parties in their obligation to con-
sult one another and to coopetrate in solving problems
which might arise in relation to, the objectives of the
treaty or in the application of its phivisions

Die concept of a consultative icommittee first appeared
in a multilateral arms lim,itation'agreenient in the Envi-
ronmental Modification Convention It represented an
advance over the provisions of the earlier Seabed Arms

4 Control Tretity and the Biological Weapons Convention_ '

in terms of a better Meahamsm forkonsultation among
parties on questions of compliance andssas a means of
improving the climate of confidence among the partu2s,

.
When the CD convened for its 1980 session one of its

first aCts w1s ttqstablish 'orking group on radiologi-,\ly
cal.weapons under the cha of Ambassador Imre
Komives'iif Hungary The ,vtlrking group b,egan an inten-
sive' examination of the joint US Soviet text and made
a variety of suggestions for changes Among the changes
were piroposak for adding new eJements-Imch aka pro-/ * vision twat states parties with develdped"nuclear indus-
tries would clommit themselves to aid thv less developed
countries in research and developentrel.lated to radko-
aCtIve isotopes and other materials

.. --.,N ,

1 Thb most con ten tious°1:zsiies proved to be. (1) the defini-
lion of radiological, weaptins, and (2) the question of
whether attacks on peaceful nuclear facilities, such as
nuclear power stations, constituted radiological warfare
and should be lianned .by the convention These issues
remained unresolved through both the 1980 and 191
sessions with the question of attacks on nuclear racill-

4 Igt, ties, which had originally been raised by Sweden in

12



1980, gaining more immediacy after the destruction of
the Tamuz reactor in Iraq by Israeli warplanes in early
June 1981. t

The definition probltnt which had been one of the
most difficult issues in the US-Soviet'negotiations, also
proved to be troublesome to the CD. The US-Soviet draft
covered both the productionnd retention of weapon-
ized radiological material aria any use of radioactive
Thaterial,,, even though nor in weaon form, to cause
death, damage or injury, except for nuclear ,weapons
and material produced by nuclear explosions. Sbme del-
egations had difficulty with ,the concept of defining a
weapon that had,not yet` been developed for .military
use. There wah also concern arhonesome over the'ques-

'tion of how to exclude radiation caused by npclear explo-
sive devices without seeming tacitly to endorse the use
of nuclear weapons As of the end of the 1981 session of
the CD these problems had not been resolved.

The question of banning attacks-on peaceful nuclear
' facilities raised several vexing problems. On the techni-

cal side there was the question of whether such attacks
could be construed as a forp of radiological warfare.
This would be particularly true if nuclear weapons were
used in the .attack, the fallotit %om the reactor itself
would be of little consequence' compared to that from

,.the weapon.

A related issue was Whethela convention banning
radiblogical weapons was the most appropriate instru-
ment for prohibiting attacks on nuclear facilities with
conventionai'weapOns for the purpose of releasing

`- radioactivity Proponentssaw' no inconsistencies in such
an approach-, maintaining that the-t&nvention should
deal with all forms Of radiological warfare. Some dele-
gations, while sympathetic to the concerns oftilepropo-
hems; thought that the, issue be dealt with

`'separately in a law-of-war context. Article 56 of the 1977,
Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of
August 12, 1949, dealing with the laws of wai..addresses
the question of attacks on facilities containing 'danger-.
ous forces "and specifically plates restrictions on attacks
on electrical generating facilities:-

.13
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The United States was among tho e who argued that
Additional Protocol I already proved d broad protection
to peaceful nuclear facilitis. Articl 56, if read in con-
junction with Article 51 which pr hibits making the
civilian population the object of an ttack and prohibits
indiscriminate attacks, .Ipears to be relevant For exam-
ple, attacking a facility for the purpi se of causing gener-
al contamination of an area would be .rOhibited if civilian
populations were located in the-vicinity since the distri-
bution of radioactive fallout could of be controlled by
the attacker but would depend onuiipredictabl6 wind
patterns

Other articles of the protocol:

1. Require that attacks be limite to "military objec-
tives," for example, those that ake an effective con-
tribution to military itstion an whose destruction or
neutralization offer a definitemilitary advantage

2 Prohibit any attack that may be expected to cause'
incidental death or injury to ivilians which would
be excessive in relation to t cconcrete and direct
military advantage aqcipegte

3 Prohibit the use,eof method or means of warfare
which are intended or mayig expected to cause wide-
spread, long-term, and sever damage to the natural
environment and thereby tp prejudice the health or
survival of the population.

If further, more specific restri tions are thought demi.;
able, Article 56(6) provides fo the possibility, of new
agreements among the high c ntracting parties to Pro-
tocol I, or the parties to a parti War conflict, to provide
for additional protection for o jects containing danger-
ous forces.

While these features of Prot col Ito the 1949 Geneva
Convention were generally r cognized by members of
the CD as being relevant, ce tain delegations insisted
that the probl ms be dealt wit in the context of a radio-
logical w is convention hich otherwise, they con-
'tended, would have no me ning. This question, too,
remained unresolved through toe end dt the CD's 1981
session.

14
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Some of the other issues that arose during the debates
on a radiological weapons convention included the
requirements for national implementing legislation, the
relationship of the proposed convention to the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency agreement on the protec-
tion of nuclear material,and, as has been mentioned,
the responsibility Of developed states to assist develop-
ing countries in their radioactive materials programs
The fundamental obstacle'th rapid progress, however,
appeared to° be a belief on the part of many that while
a radiological weapons convention Was desirable, it was
not of great importance and the CD should to its
attention first to higher priority nuclear disar ment
questions, such as a comprehensive test ban. :

The US delegation sharkd the view that a radiological
weapons convention would be no more than a modest
achievement, but argued that it would, in addition to its
intrinsic value, have important implications of a less
tangible nature It would deal with the only weapon in
the 1948 definition of .mass destruction weapons con-
cerning which the international community has thus far
made no effort to restrain. It would choke off the devel-
opment of a weapon of *mass destruction at a time when
it could be dealt with most easily, that is, before. opera-
ti onal development, and before the availability of radio-
active waste becomes even more widespread. Completion
of the convention would represent the first multilateral
agreement of any soil curbing the employment of nucle-
ar energy in war. Finally, completion of such an agree -
mentwould enable the CD to gain valuable experience
and test its procedures for negotiating even more con-
troversial agreements in the future.

15
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Radiological Weapons
Posiible New Types of Weapons-
of Mass Destruction
by Victor L. Issraeiyan

The problem of employing radioactive materials as a
radiological weapon is not novel. The possibility of Such
a use of radioactive materials was first mentioned in
various publications shortly after the end of World War
II As early as 1948 the UN commission for Convention-,

al Armaments, having anal3qed the results of the use by
the United States of atbmic bombs in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, classified a weapon "employing radioactive
substances" as_a weapon of mass destruction.

The most complete definition of radiological weapons,
is given by the Soviet-GS draft treaty on the prohibition
of the development, production, stockpiling, and use of
radiological weapons submitted to the Committee on
Disarmament (CD) forots consideration. According to
this definition, radiological weapons include:.

1. Any device, including any weapons or equip-
ment, other than a nuclear explosive device,
specifically designed fto employ radioactive material
by disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or
injury by means of the radiation produced by the
decay of such material.

2. Any radioactive material, other than that produced
by a nucleartexplosive device, specifically designed
for employment, by its dissemination;' to cause
destruction, damage or injury by means of the radia-
tion produced by the decay of such material.'

The inference to be drawn from the above definition
is that the destructive factor in this type of weapon is the
radiation produced by the decay of radioactive material.

At present the mechanism of radiation impact on bio-
logical structures is well known. The radiation; pene-
I Soviet-US draft treaty, submitted to the Committee on Disarmament
on 10 July 1979 by the representative of the USSR as document CD/31

16-
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trating_iinto tissues, and ionizing the atoms of their
molecules, destroys the cellular structure of the tissues.
The biological effects of radiation dh a Liman organism
vary considerabl), from one person to another and depend
on ag.e, health, etc For this reason, it is virtually impos-
sii)le to determine precise radiation levels at w hick par-
ticular syMptoms of radiation sickness begin. It is well
Chown from clinical observations that when the entire
human b(Ady is exposed to 500 to 600 or more rem in an
interval of one or two days survival is almost impossi-
ble = If the dose is between 200 and 450 rem, survival is
possible but by nh meails,assured, even if systematic
clinical treatment is availal're All things considered, it
is usually assumed that a dose of 400 rem a day will be
fatal for 50 percent of the population.

However, even relatively low radiation doses pose a
tremendous threat This IS related, in particular, to the
destructionof the genetic mechanism, one of the human
components most sensitive to radiation For this reason,
the main trend in the protection of population from
radiation is to prevent any danger of exposure. This lays
the groundwork for the radiation protection of industri-

al, medical, and other possible sources of radiation. All
necessary measures are envisaged to.prevent an uncon-
trollable release of radioactive materials from .nuelear
facilities.

Even when it is impossible to preclude completely the
effects of radiation on a human organism, as is the case
with people working with radioactive materials, every
measure is taken'to reduce the acceptable dose of expo-
sure by means of special individual medical controls.
Many categories ofpeople, especially pregnant women,
are not allowed to work with radioactive materials. If
and when an exposure dose exceeds the normal level,
a whole range of preventive and therapeutic measures
are taken.

It is understandable that it is hardly feasible to take
similar measures with regard to large segments of popu-
lation which could be exposed to radiation in unusual 0
circumstances, even more so in case of war. Thus, the
2 Roentgen equivalent in man (rem) is the standard unit for measur-
ing the quantity of radiation absorbed by a given mass

18 14-I



. permissible dose for population approximates the natu-
ral background radiation. For example, the maximum
acceptable dose recommended by the US Environmen-
tal Protection Agency is only twice the natural ba,ck-
ground radt't'o-h-7"----'

Due to the rapid progress in nuclear science atnd
technology over the last 15 to 20 years the possibility of
producing radioactive material which could be employed
as a radiological weapon has increased considerably.
Judging by the current trends in this held this probabili-
ly will grow in the future.

In fact, virtually every nuclear reactor, whatever its
purpose ordesign, is a supplier of radioactive materials.
In the first place, considerable quantities of such materi-
als are produced in reprocessing nuclear fiiel for xtract-
ing unconverted uranium and plutonium as well s some
radioactive products of the fissioning of the uranium.
For instance, following the reprocessing of spent nucle-
ar fuel for every 10,000 megawatt/days of the irradia-
tion of heat-emitting elements, aboiat 400 liters of highly
radioactive wastes are produced

,. According to the estimates in the world literature, by
"ithe

C
year 2000 the total radioactivity of the fr+enta-A: 1ion elements accumulated in the world will amount to

10" curie ' A:considerable quantity of radioactive iso-
topes and highly active compounds can be obtained by
the irradiation of nonradioactive chemical elements in
a ntfililear reactor or an accelerator. ;I-I

In view of the fact that many countries of the world
have broad nuclear energy programs, it could be easily
asserted that; the scale of -accumulation of radioactive
materials as well as poSsibilities of producing various
radioactive isotopes in necessary quantities will contin-
ue to expand.'Hence, progress in the field of nuclear
energy seems to stimulate a potential danger of the
appearance of radiological weapons.

The longer the question of prohibiting such weapons
is postponed, the more probable becomes its use for
3 A curie is a measure of radioactivity, one aim being equivalent to
3 70 x 10' disintegrations per second.

0rift"
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, military purposes Those who arere[uctant to ascrt e to
an effective international agreement banning radio ogi-
cal weapons usually advance the argument that uch
%weapons are quite impractical since in times of wa-r-7,7
large-scale production of radioactive materials and their
delivery to the battlefield are, in their view, very bur-
densome. It is also 'asserted thatthe need to prokect one's
troops from radiological effects decreases even further
the possibility that such weapons would ever be used,
especially given the existence of numerous other types
of weapons In particular a views expressed that the
only danger of radioactive materials not produced by a
nuclear explosionlies in a deliberate demolition of nucle-
ar facilities Such an event would result in an uncontrol-
lable escape into the environment of great quantities of
radioactive materials.

Such a viewpoint is very shortsighted, to say the least
Indeed, I have previously referred to the tremendous
piles of radioactivte wastes continuously accumulated in
many countries because of inplementation of nucle-
ar energy programs. Siich waste rea mixture of diverse
isotopes with continually changin= composition. How-
ever, it,should be borne in mind tha ose wastes con-
tain about 200 radioactive isotopes of van kind& many
of which are mortally dangerous to an indi ual, even
in minute quantities. For instance, of great d er are
such radioactive isotopes as plutonium 239, iodin 31,
and strontium 90, noticeable quantities of which a
contained in the radioactive wastes from nuclear reac-
tors. In particular, strontium 90 with a half life of about
28 years is deposited in the bone structure of a human
body damaging the bones and the blood-producing tis-
sues. ThE iodine 131 isotope with a very short half life
of only 8 days is quickly accumulated in the thyroid
glands causing radiation damage. AS for the plutonium
239 radioactive isotope with a half life of around 25,000

. years, its radiation effect lies not only in its radioactivity
but also in its high toxicity.

According to available estimates, a single inhalation
of only 1.5 microcurie reduces an average life expectan-
cy bxhalf
'4 One nocrocune isoprmillionth of a curie
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Since radiological weapons are not yet developed and
have never been used on the battlefield, it is difficult to

Ar speak of their effectiveness in military terms. However,
It is quite eisy to conceive of several hypothetical possi-
bilities for their use, for example; as a means for an
offensive military operation on the battlefield, for glib-

.

crate long-lasting radioactive contamination of the
enemy's territory, or for establishing radioactive barn--
ets

It is quite obvious that military requirements in each
particular case can vary considera.bly While in one situ-
ation it might be preferable to employ radioactie
rials of high intensity with a short half life, in others
only radioactive materials of medium intensity with a
long half life would be used

I have not attempted to work out military instructions
for the most effective uses of radibactive ma tenals. How-
ever, all the above leads to the inescapable conclusion
that any radioactive material (various .materials for yan-
ous military applications) can be employed as '-a radio-

. logical weapon In tie meantime, liAt as in the past, the
hrstansa most defenseless victims of-such weapons would
be the civilian population

I would like to stress once again that the development
of radiological weapons would result from military or
political or both) considerations and in no way depends
on specific characteristics of a radioactive material.

As for the transportation of radioactive materials to a
combat area,..it cannot,be denied that this would be a
rather difficult task. However, it appears to be-far more
feasible now than 20 or even 10 years ago. The expen-
Ace accumulated in recent years, because of the devel-
opment of nuclear energy, in packing and transporting
highly radioactive materials *cMld lay the groundwork
for developing and manufacturing, for instance, special
aviation bombs, artillery, shells, mines, torpedoes, etc.,
specifically,designed for the dissemination of radioac-
tive substances contained therein by way of an explo-
sion. This might-also be accomplished through special
devices or equipment for the nonexplosive dissemma-
non of radioactive materials, in particular by dispersion
in the form of liquid or solid particles.

2 0
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It should be noted that the possible uses of radiologi-
cal weapons are 'not confined to the delivery systems
listed above. For' instance, it is quite easy to conceive of

..lsituatiOn in which the adversary, usinvappropriate
tt'echnology, would be able to contaminate with radioac-

. nye materials the frontier rivers or to employ these mate--
nals, by other methods the detection of which would

'Meet with considerable diffiGtllties.

It isevident from the above that radiological weapons
are feasible and should be classified as one of the most
dangerous weapons of Mass destruction. Precisely for
this reason if is imperative to work out a yelevant,inter-
national agreement prohibiting the development, pro-
duction, stockpiling, and use of such weapons.

I now wish to briefly dwell On t problem of the
deliberatedemolition of nuclear facilities for hostile pur-
poses. The analysis of possible consequences of the
destruction of nuclear reactors given in Scierinfic Amen-,

can shows that die extent of the radioactive ontamina-
tion widely differs depending On what types of weapons
are ,used for such destruction nuclear or convention-
al. According to the authors of that article, an attack on
a nuclear reactor in the Rhine River valley with a mega-
ton nucrear charge '.could render uninhabitable a third
of the territory of the Federal Republic of GvmaTty for
more than a month. The only way to exclude the proba-
bility of such catastrophic consequences of an attack on
nuclear reactors, in the opinion of the authors, is to
avoid all nuclear war One can hardly disagree with this
statement.5'

W,Ith regard to the destruction of nuclear reactors with
conventional weapons, the above-mentioned article notes
that the consequences in terms of radioactive contami-
nation of the environment wduld not be greater than
after a major accident with 'a nuclear reactor..

A

A major accident can undoubtedly pose a serious expo-
sure danger for people living in the vicinity of the reac-
tor. However, it would be wrong ,to compare this danger
with, the danger of the use of radiological weapons, as
5 Steven A Fetter and Kosta Tsipis, "Catastr'ophic Releases of Radioac-
tivity," Scientific American, v, 244, no. 4, April 1981.
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isdpne flbm tine to time. Equallyrroneous is 'the desire
of some countries to tie the laboratian of international
legal rules for the' protectionokciViliap.nuclear facilities
against attacks to a treatyThannisi:bloWal weapons.
Working out such rules is a com Y-3,,!iilippendenCp'rob-
lem. Indeed, its solution woul r z rin accurate but
now practically impossible de imitatiCtribetween mili-
tary and tivilian facilities. Even 41 peaOtirne, for Instance,
electrical energy generated by -0uclear power plats as
a part of 'vast national energy tworks, is used te' sup-
ply noncivilian facilities. Nucl r power'plantg,' apart
from their direct purpose, can e Used f9r producing'
nuclear materials for the purposesok developing nucle-
ar weapons.

Front,the international legal standpoint, a solution tti
the.abo've-mentioned problem requires the reSolutictrf
of a wide range of collateral questions related to Its
humanitarian aspects, the correlation between Military
necessity and morality, the principle of proportionality'
in attaininz, an equivalent military effect, and others
dealt wit1Mn the agreements on the laws and cestomss,

of war. In particular, the Additional/ Protocol I to the
Cenevatonventions of 1949 includes a_special article
concerning the protection of works and installations -
containing dangerous ces, including nuclear power .

plants It is noteworthy' chat the restriction of attacks a \
against such Piwer plants is not an-absolute one btit:is
accompanied by a number of qualifications.

0

I believe that this problem should also be viewed in a

terms off regulating preventive measures which should 0

tie adopted by states in peacetime as well as agiinst an ,
accidental release of nuclear energy (accidental explof
sions, nonplacement of such stations, installations in
densely populated areas, etc.) which could result in Wide-
spread radiation contamination. Such release of radioac-
tive materials can be perilous not only for the states in-
whose territory nuclear installations are''situkted but
also for adjacent countries.

1"'

In view of the above difficulties the desite, to resolve
'0 .

. ..

the problem of protectiork of nuclear facilities within a' t

bury the vv.)/ idea of the treaty or, at best, postpone ,j,tp
treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons 4tould

., srelaborStion for. many years. 0.
I-
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On 10 July 1979, after two years of Soviet-US negotia-
tions, the delegations of the Soviet Union and the United
States submitted an agreed joint proposal on this issue
to the CD for its further consideration and discussion

The first provisions of the draft treaty define the scope
and the subject of the prohibition. The obligations Which

othe parties to the treaty would assume under those pro-
visions entirely rule out the possibility of intentional
use of any radioactive material, not produced by a nucle-
ar explosive device, as a weapon of mass destruction
Articleq of the treaty says that "Each State Party to the
,Treaty undertakes not to develop, produce, stockpile;
otherwise_acquire or possess, or use radiological weap-
ons '"

Article 2 of the treaty'provides the definition of the
term "radiological weapon" referred ,to above.'

Since the subject of the draft treaty is radiological
weapons it does not cover nuclear explosive devices or
radioactive materials produced by explosion. That is to
say, the treaty is not related to nuclear explosive weap-
ons.

Besides the above obligatiOns, states party to the treaty
must no assist, encourage, or induce any person, state,
group of states, or international organization to engage
in any activities prohibited under the terms of the treaty.

The parties to the treaty would also undertake, in
accordance with their constitutional procedures, any mea-
sures deemed necessary to prevent loss of radioactive
materials that might be used in radiological weapons
and to prohibit and prevent diversion of such materials
for the purposes of developing those weapons.

The prohibitionof radiological weapons does not hin-
der in any way the use.of radioaCtive materials for peace-
ful purposes, that is in various branches of technology,
industry, agriculture,' and medicine. One of the draft's
6 UN Document CD/31

7 See page 17
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articles underlines the right of the partifsto the agree-
ment to unimpeded peaceful activities in the respective
area, namely. r r

Provisions of the Treaty shall not hinder the use of
sources of radiation fibril radioactive decay'for peace-
ful purposes and shall be without prejudice to any
generally recognized principles and applicable rules
of international law concerning such use

The tent of the draft also provides for a procedure of
withdrawal from the treaty A state should give notice
of such withdiawal to all other parties and to the UN
Security Council three months in advance. Such notice
should include a statement of the extraordinary events
it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

This provision of the draft treaty is a measure to pre-
vent possib4 violations of the treaty. It stresses the need
to safeguard security interests of its parties and takes
into account the fact that the treaty concerns a potential
means of mass destruction that could take an important

' "place in the military arsenals ofktates.

In this article of the treaty, the coauthors proceeded
from the assumption that, as a result of scientific and
technological development, in certain situations radio-
logical weapons could be recognized as being even more
effective than any other type of weapons of mass destruc-
tion. In cases when actions by the violator's of the terms
of the treaty jeopardize the interests of other parties, a
possibility of withdrawal is envisaged. Such a provision
is contained in many other arms control related agree-

. ments. For this reason, it has been incorporated in the
agieed proposal.

w

The provision regarding verification of compliance
with the treaty correspon to the principle whereby all
Verification measures pro ided for in any treaty on the
limitation of armaments should conform to the subject
and scope.of the prohibition. In working out this provi-
sion,sion, use was made of the experience accumulated with
regard to the agreements now in force in the field of the
limitation of the arms race and of disarmament. It pro-
vides for consultation and cooperation among partie5 in
solving any problems which may arise in relation to the

r),/
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objectives of, or in applyqg the provisions of, the treat)/
Such consultation may also be undertaken within the
framework of international organizations, of the United
Nations In accordance With its Charter, and at the meAt-
'figs i>f a Consultative Committee of Experts. The latter
is convened by the depositary within one month of the
receipt of a request from any state party

The main fun,ction of the committee is to investigate
pr=oblems concerning compliance with the provisions of
the treaty Having summed up its inquiry, the comm14-
tee transmits to.the depositary a document IncorvKit-
ing all information and views presented during its
proceedings The depositary then distributes the docu-
ment to all parties to the treaty. Any state that has signed
and ratified the treaty is entitled to appoint an expert to
this committee, which, is chaired by the depositary or his
representative Each expert may, through the Chairman,
request states and international organizations to supply
'information and assistance desirable for the accomplish-
iii;:rit of the committee's work ."

The article dealing with the verification of comph-
"kance with the treaty blso provides forte right of parties

to lodge complaints with the UN Security Council if and
when a party is believed acting in breach of the provi-
sions of the treaty Such a complaint should include all
relevant information pertain inglo the case in question
as well as all possible evidence supporting its validity.
Furthermore, in order to ensure an effective system
verifying compliance with the treaty, each pally under-
takes to cooperate in carrying out anyitinvestigations
which the Security Council may initiate on the basis of
the complaints received Moreover, all states agree to
provide assistance, in accordance with thepraisions bf
the Charter,of the United Nations, to any party which
so requests For such assistance to be provided, theSecur-
ity Council must decide that a particular party has been
harmed or is likely to be harmed as a result of violation
of the treaty

Thus, it is obvious that in elabOrating the major prly&
sionTof the treaty its coauthors proceeded from a 9ee7
to ensure its credibility and to make all parties confident
that he new treaty will become a viable and effqtive

1
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means of arms limitation. It is in this spirit that formula-
tions were worked out regarding amendments to the
treaty, conferences of states parties to review the opera-
tion of the treaty., and othffs. The treaty's text stipulates
the right of each state party to propose amendmtmts
which enter into force after the deposit with the deposi-
tary of documents of 'acceptance-by a majority of the
states parties. The draft also envisages holding a review
conference ten years or earlier after the treaty's'entry
into force. Such a conference should take' into account
any new scientific and technological developments V/
evant to the treaty. The treaty's text also recognizes t at
the agreement shall be of unlimited duration.

.
The joint proposal on major elements of a treaty pro-,

habit' ng radiological weapons submitted in 1979 brthe
Soviet Union and th United States roused great inter-
est' wever, despit twos years of 4.ntensive negotia-
,
tions in e CD on the laboration df it text'of the treaty,
the wQrk on pis matte as not yet come to an end.
Major difficulties hampen g its:successful completion
have been raised by kgo ct many of, the proposals sub-
mitted since, then which go bond the frameWork of
the joint Soviet-US document. Of major importance
among such proposals are the following

Definition of radiological weapons.
It. To omit from the Sovietv _UScliaft an exclusion clause-J

regarding nucleay/Weapal-s.
st.

2. To introd into the definition of radiological weap,
ons the concept of "radiological woarfare"hich, in,
fact, would. imply modifying the Con ultative Com-
mittee of Experts' mandate and shiftin the n
tions from the disarmament field to t e sp ye of
methods of warfare and humanitarian la licable
to armed conflicts.

I I `
Scope of the prohibition 4

To broaden,the'scope of the treaty prohibition provided
for in the SoViet-US dratt through inclusion of an obli-
gation to protect nuclear facilities frpir attack. The sub-
stance of this proposal relates to methods of'warfare and
humnitar tair aci7----ein international conflicts.

"(146 0
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Cooperation in peaceful uses
'to add to the Soviet-US draft a relevant article provid-
ing for.

0
1 A right of the parties to carry out their programs for

peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and a right to inter-
national cooperation in this field, including exchanges

,.
of equipment, technology, materials, etc., for peace-
ful uses of radioactive materials.

2. A right to use for peaceful purposes any sources of
radiation from radioactive decay, without affecting
any generally recognized principles and applicable
rules of international law in this field.

The adoption of such a proposal could result in cir-
cumventig the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nucle-
ar Weapons incwhich such cooperation is made condi-
tional upon International Atomic Energy Agency control.

Verification of compliance with the treaty
I To omit from the joint Soviet-US document a refer-

ence to the UN Security Council as the highest body
.for investigation of complaints concerning viola-
tions.of the treaty, and to substitute the UN General
Assembly for the Security Council in this capacity.

2. To-broaden and shore up the functions of a Consulta-
tive Committee of Experts by authorizing it to accept
and investigate complaints and to pass judgments
thereon.

3 To permit on-site verification of compliance with the
treaty.

The remaining amendments to the Soviet-US draft are
not of a fundamental nature.

Negotiations on working-Out a final text of the treaty
banning radiological weapons continue.

Conclusion
There is at present a growing feeling of general concern
over the deterioration of the international political cli-
mate, the escalation of military preparations of states,
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and the possibility of new laps being added to the arms

race, primarily the nuclear -arms race. Well-known polit-

ica)! changes have brought about snags in arms control
negotiations. A sweeping review of 'the positions and
attitudes toward the above mentioned problems has been
announced by the US government

Given these circumstances it is especially important
that a treaty to prohibit radiological weapons be com-
pleted and adopted by the greatest possible number of
states, something that the Soviet Union ha's long advo-
cated. It must be borne in mind that agreement on the
basic provisions of a -treaty to ban the development,
production; stockpiling, and use of radiological weap-
oa;kvas reached several years ago as a result of\nefgotia-
bons between the Soviet Union and the United States.
The head of the Soviet state, L. I. Brezhnev; and the US
President, J. Carter, who met in Vienna from 15 to 18
June 1979 expressed satisfaction over that fact. Conse-
quently, the conclusion of a treaty could become a fol-

-low-up to the joint efforts of the Soviet Union and the
United States to reduce war danger, and at the same
time it would be a marifestation of the adherence of the

two states to the idea of continuing such efforts.

The conclusion of-a treaty elaborated as a result of
cooperation between the two great powers could also be
important from the point of view of reactivating Multi-
lateral efforts to improve the international situation and
to limit armaments. This would be in keeping with the

wishes of most of the members of the international com-
munity, as expressed in resolutions adopted by the UN

General Assembly over thexasf few years. Those docu7
ments place special emphasis on the importance and
timeliness of completing work to ban radiological weap-
ons. The implementation of those UN decisions could
contribute to success at the forthcoming Second Special
Session of the UN General Assembly devoted to disar-
mament. The continuation by the Soviet Union and the
United States of their joint efforts in that area will show
the other members of the international community that
the great powers heed their opinions and that they are
aware of their responsibility for the destinies of the

world.
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It goes without saying that the 'completion of the work
of many years to elaborate an arms,cOntrol agreement
could elicit at present a broad response that would cre-ate a more favorable political climate in the relations
between the Soviet Union and the United States. This
could mean a tangible, however modest, success for the
champions of arms control and disarmament, irrespec-
tive of country, and a defeat of skeptics, pessimists, and

-those who would rather oppose the process of detente
and arms control negotiations.
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Stanley Foundation Activities

The Stanley Foundation encourages study, research,
and education in the field of foreign .Nations, con-
tributing to secure peace- with freedom and justice.
Emphasis is given to activities related to world organ-
ization, Among the activities of the Stanley Foundation.
are the following:

Strategy for Peace Conference explores urgent
foreign policy concerns of the United States. It attracts
individuals from a wide spectrum of opinion and belief
who exchange ideas and recommend action and
policies.

United Nations of the Next DecOe Conference
bfings together intvnational statesmen to consider'
problems and prospects of the United Nations. Its report
recommends changes and steps considered practicable
within the next ten years.e

United Nations Procedures Conference is concerned
with organizational and procedural reform, of the
United Nations. Participants come largely from the UN
Secretariat and various Missions to the United
Nations.

Vantage Conferences are designed to anticipate and
evaluate indepth developing issues relating to US
foreign policy and rnational organization

Common Ground Radio Series on World Affairs, an
uncommon program on world issues, features discus-
sion by US and foreign experts on political, economic,
military, and .social issues in international relat ns.

World Press Review is a magazine pu lishe month-
ly as a nonprofit, educational service to oste interna-
tional information exchange. It is comprise entirely of
material from the press outside the United States or by
journalists affiliated with foreign press organizations.

The Stanley Foundation7a private operating founda-
tion, does not provide grants. The Foundation welcdines
contributions to its prograMs. Contributions are income
tax deductible.
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Stanley Foundation Publications
.
Following is .a partial listing of reports available free of
charge sirt

Planning for Peace or Preparing for War, A Stanley
Foundation Conference Address by C Maxwell Stanley,
December 5, 1981, 12 pp

North -south Relations and International Security, Energy
and US Security, US Nonproliferation Strategy, Military
Competition in Space, Future US-Soviet Relations.
Twenty-Second Strategy for Peace Conference Report
October 16-18, 1981, 72 pp

The Multilateral Disarmament Process, Sixteenth Uted
Nations of the Next Decade Conference Report June 21-26,
1981, 64 pp.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY/Detente
Past, Present, and Future; Nonproliferation Regime; Defense
Spending and US Security; International Energy Coopera-,
tion; Global Economic Crisis and Lending Institutions.
Twenty-First Strategy for Peace Conference.Report October
10-12, 1980, 80 pp

National Disarmament Mechanisms, Stanley Foundation
Research Study L M Ross and John R. Redick July 1980,
24 pp.

United Nations and Energy Management, Fifteenth United
Nations of the Next Decade Conference Report June 15-20,
1980, 52 pp.

Nonproliferation: 1980s, Vantage Conference Report January
29-February 3, 198Q, 56 pp

International Development Strategy, Fourteenth United
Nations of the Next Decade Conference Report June 24-29,
1979, 52 pp

a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, Tenth United
Nations Procedures Conference Report May 10-13, 1979,
36 pp.

.1

Order publications including Occasional Papers from.
The Stanley Foundation
42 East Third Street
Mu attne, Iowa 52761 USA
Teleph e 319-264-1500
Cable,STA ND
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Two respected international diplomats from
the Soviet Unibn and the United States focus

the need for a treaty ta ban, the use of .

ra logical weaponS in the following
articles. Radiological weapons are those
based orith,e natural decay of nuclear
material waste from military or
civilian nuclear r ctors. Such devices
include both weapon r equipment, other
than a nuclear explosive, esigned to cause
destruCtion or injury by disc ination of
radioactive material.

,
N

Radiological weapons are generally
consideredAne of many so called "weapons
of mass destruction" which include nuclear
explosives, cheMical, and biological
weapons. As yet undeveloped, radiological
weapons have been the subject of
investigation .both in-the Soviet Union and
the United States and could conceivably be
perfected for military use in the future. It
was with this possibility in mind that' the
United States and the Soviet Union proposed .
in 1979 ijoint draft of a Radiological
Weapons Treaty to the GvIeva based
Committee on Disarmament (CD).
Subsequently the joint draft has been under
discussion in a working group of the CD.

In comparison to other compelling priorities
for arms limitation and disarmament, a.
Radiological Weapons Treaty would be a-
modest achievement at best. However, under
the current circumstances of heightened cold
war rhetoric and. mushrooming military

"budgets of the two superpowers even a
modest agreement to ban a potentially
highly destructive newweapons systeni.
assumes an added significance. It suggests
the two major nuclear-weapon states have
concluded that arms-limitation progress must
proceed and that more substantive
agreements may be possible in the future.

C. Maxwell Stanley
President, The Stanley Foundation
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Occasional Papers'

15:4A Proposal to Solve the
liab4sraeli Conflict
Toni Travis, February 1978

:16. Science, Technology, and the
Global Equity Crisis: New
Directions for United States
Policy
Ward Morehouse, May 1978

17. International Stability and
North-South Relations
Lincoln-Gordon, June 1978

18. Can Space Remain a Peaceful
Environmek?
Herbert Scoville, Jr. and
Kosta Tsipis, June 1978

19. The Latbt American
Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone
Alfonso Garcia Robles
May 1979

20. Multinational Institutions and
-7 Nonproliferation: A New Look

Myron B. Kratzer
October 1979 (out of print)

21. The Congressional Foreign
Policy Role
Clifford P. Hackett
kloyember 1979

22. Chinese policies Toward
Limiting Nuclear Weapons
Amos Yoder, March 1980

23. The International
Nonproliferation Regime
Joseph S. Nye. July 1980

24. A New International
Diplomatic Order
Tom Boudreau
'December 1980

25.- Implications of Space
Technology for Strategic
Nuclear Competition
Thomas H. karas
July 1981 (out of print)

26. Vational Security and
OS-Soviet Relations
Walter C. Clemens Jr:
October 1981

27. Confronting the World
Food Crisis
Charles J. Stevens
December 1981

28. US Trade with the
Third World: The
American Stie

ti,. ohn A. Math ieson
"January 1982

The Stanley Foundation invites manuscript submissions for the
Occasional Paper series. Occasional Papers are original essays
proposing practical policy options for US foreign policy and/or
international organization. They are copyrighted by the
Stanley Foundation and distributed free of charge throughout
the United States and abroad.

Manuscripts should be written in English and be 20-40 typed
(double-spaced) pages. Authors of manuscripts selected for
publication receive a modest honorarium.

Send manuscripts to:
Dr. John Redick '
Editor, Occasional Papers
The Stanley Foundation
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